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ABSTRACT 

Water heating is the second largest consumer of energy in homes behind space heating 

and cooling. Water consumption is materially impacted by the water heating system 

design approach, and is rapidly increasing in importance in many areas of the US and 

other countries. 

In this whitepaper the energy, water, and cost impacts of different electric water 

heating architectures are analyzed and compared. The most common “tree” plumbing 

architecture is analyzed, then the same piping architecture with recirculation (which 

reduces water waste), then again with a “demand” recirculation system (which reduces 

water and energy waste). Finally, a “distributed” architecture which places water 

heaters in a non-centralized fashion in the home to support “clusters” of use, is 

analyzed. 

Within these available architectures multiple different electric water heating devices are 

compared including standard resistive-heating-element heaters, heat-pump type 

heaters, and tankless electric heaters. 

The use of distributed tankless electric water heaters is found to deliver the best 

combination of energy and water efficiencies at the lowest cost. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At 20% of total energy consumption, water heating is the second 

single biggest use of energy in homes in the US. With the increase 

in energy prices over recent decades the hot water heating 

industry has begun to offer more energy efficient products to 

consumers. Examples include better insulated tanks (to reduce 

tank heat losses) and heat-pump water heaters which claim to 

reduce electricity consumption as much as 60%. Policy-makers 

have been encouraging more energy efficient products with 

various regulations and rebates since 1991.  

The focus on improving existing products has delivered 

impressive products, but much remains to be done to optimize 

the overall hot water system in homes. For example, the impact 

of water and energy efficiencies are rarely looked at together, resulting in point solutions that 

may be energy efficient but not water-efficient (or vice-versa). The largest opportunities to 

improve energy and water efficiencies in new homes are realized by taking a system-level 

approach, which involves the optimization of the hot water heater, water distribution system, 

and fixtures. 

TECHNOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

DOE regulations: In 1991 the US DOE established the first water heater efficiency 

standards expressed as Energy Factor (EF). Since then, the standards have been 

tightened, and the industry has responded in the electric tank water heater segment 

with improved insulation which has delivered better energy efficiency.   

Industry innovations: Additional (electric) hot water heating innovations delivered by 

the industry to the market over the intervening years include tankless water heaters 

(which were already popular in many other countries such as Germany and the UK), and 

more recently heat-pump water heaters.  

Architectures: During this time, the predominant plumbing architecture in the US 

remained a centralized tank with a “tree type” distribution system. In a tree distribution 

system a large header (typically ¾” diameter) runs the length (or perimeter) of the 

house, and usage points (showers, sinks) are then connected to the header via ½” 

diameter piping.  

Manifold piping systems represent a separate architecture that runs smaller-diameter 

individual hot water pipes from a centralized header (ideally co-located with the water 

heater) directly to each fixture. Manifold piping systems  are utilized to reduce the 

amount of water, and therefore energy and water losses, in the hot water system.  

“Distributed” architectures place multiple water heaters at “clusters of use, such as a 

kitchen sink/dishwasher or bathroom shower/sink. By virtue of being located 
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immediately adjacent to the hot water use point, distributed architectures eliminate 

almost all of the hot water piping (and associated inefficiencies) in the house.  

Recirculation: In a common variation to the tree architecture, the hot water header may 

have a water line installed that returns to the hot water heater (making a “loop”) and an 

associated “recirculation” pump that circulates hot water through the header. 

Recirculation systems reduce water wasted while “waiting” for hot water to arrive, but 

at the expense of greater energy consumption. A new technology introduced to reduce 

the substantial energy waste in recirculation systems is the “demand” pump, which uses 

remote sensors to start only when hot water is needed at a distant fixture. 

SYSTEM IN-EFFICIENCIES AND LOSSES 

Tank losses: Large water tanks holding heated water experience convective heat losses 

from the tank to the surrounding environment. Improved insulation has reduced these 

losses from 20%+ to 10% - 12% in recent years. 

Line energy losses:  

Stranded water: When a fixture is shutoff (shower, sink, washer), the water 

remaining in the line between the water heater and the fixture rapidly cools to 

ambient temperature. Insulating the water lines slows the rate of cooling 

slightly but does not eliminate it. 

Recirculation: “Tree” hot water plumbing systems will often consist of a ¾” loop 

run through the house which is connected to the hot water heater at both ends. 

Smaller ½” diameter lines are then run the final distance to each fixture. A 

circulating pump is attached which pumps water to keep the loop continuously 

full of hot water. Recirculation delivers virtually-immediate hot water to 

fixtures, adding to user convenience and saving water. Recirculation lines, 

however are highly energy inefficient and will cause hot water heating bills to 

double or triple if run continuously. 

Water losses: In all hot water distribution systems (without recirculation) users must 

run cold water down the drain while waiting for the pipes between the water heater 

and the fixture to fill with hot water. A user can easily flush 2.5 gallons of water down 

the drain with each shower or sink hot water draw. Water losses are often ignored 

when efficiencies of hot water system are considered.  

ANALYSIS AND DATA SOURCES 

There are a myriad of factors which enter into an analysis of water heating system efficiency. 

They include incoming water temperature, size of household, EF (energy efficiency) of the water 

heater, number and location of hot water fixtures and appliances, number of people living in the 

house, high/low water usage patterns, etc. For the purposes of this analysis, the authors have 

utilized general  industry and government averages. For example, the average household in the 

USA uses approx. 62.4 gallons of hot water per day (DOE), and consumes approx. 4,880 kWhrs 

(California Energy Commission) of electricity to heat that water. A 2400 Ft² house was modeled.  
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Water efficiency is included in the analysis based only on the residential-user’s cost of water. In 

an era of increasingly stressed water infrastructures and higher water rates, this cost-based 

treatment is thought to understate the impact of water efficiencies in the analysis. 

Water heating solutions analyzed include: 

 Architecture Water Heater Type Recirculation Hot Water Lines 

1 Centralized Electric tank No Yes 

2 Centralized Electric tank Yes - standard Yes 

3 Centralized Electric tank Yes – “demand” Yes 

4 Centralized Heat Pump No Yes 

5 Centralized Heat Pump Yes - standard Yes 

6 Centralized Heat Pump Yes – “demand” Yes 

7 
Centralized Tankless electric No Yes 

8 
Centralized Tankless electric Yes - standard Yes 

9 Centralized Tankless electric Yes – “demand” Yes 

10 Distributed Tankless electric No No 

 

 

RESULTS 

Rankings: 

Optimal annualized cost: A ranking of the solutions based on total annual cost, which 

includes both operating expenses and amortized installation expense, yields the 

distributed tankless electric solution as delivering the best energy and water efficiencies 

at the lowest cost. A distributed architecture with tankless water heaters will not have 

any incremental installation cost in a new-construction environment when compared 

with today’s typical centralized-tank solution. Tankless electric water heaters are the 

only style of water heater which support a multiple-unit distributed architecture. 

Optimal energy efficiency: The centralized heat-pump architecture (without 

recirculation) yields the lowest energy usage but at a 10% water usage penalty and an 

83% increase in direct installation costs. This solution’s $123/year energy savings are 

offset by $82/year increased water cost and a $1,145 installation cost increase. The 

centralized heat-pump water heater solution has a -18% IRR and a 27 year payback. 

Optimal water efficiency: No solution is more water efficient that the distributed 

architecture. 
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Example calculation: Typical centralized tank architecture without recirculation compared to 

distributed architecture tankless electric: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphical representation of each solution analyzed is presented on the following two pages. 

Graph 1: Annualized cost analysis 

Graph 2: Installation cost analysis 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. A distributed architecture solution utilizing multiple localized tankless electric water 

heaters will reduce energy usage by 40% and water usage by 10% when compared to 

today’s ubiquitous centralized-architecture tank water heating system. The distributed 

architecture solution described will reduce hot water system installation costs for new 

housing.  

2. A heat-pump water heater in a centralized architecture may deliver an additional 20% 

reduction in energy usage, but at an 83% increased installation cost and 10% increase in 

water wasted. The payback on this solution compared to a distributed architecture is 27 

years.  

3. Based on consumer’s clear preference for lower capital-cost solutions, the distributed 

architecture implementation represents the best balance between energy, water, and 

installation cost efficiency. 
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